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Abstract 
Boundaries of groups which admit geometric actions on CAT(O) spaces are not yet well-defined 
because the homeomorphism question of Gromov’s has not been answered. This question, as well 
as the Tits metric question is answered affirmatively for CAT(O) groups of the form G x H where 
both factors are nonelementary word hyperbolic groups. 0 1999 Published by Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Introduction 
Just as the word hyperbolic groups provide a generalization of the classical hyperbolic 
groups, finitely generated free groups, and certain small cancellation groups, there should 
be a general class of nonpositively curved groups that includes finitely generated free 
abelian groups, fundamental groups of compact nonpositively curved Riemannian mani- 
folds, and more general small cancellation groups. In [8], Gromov proposes such a class 
by defining a group to be nonpositively curved if it acts geometrically on a nonpositively 
curved geometry. An isometric action of a discrete group G on a metric space is geomet- 
ric if it is properly discontinuous and cocompact. One problem in extending this theory 
is to find the correct notion of nonpositive curvature. One such notion is provided by 
the work of Alexandrov and Toponogov [l], wherein one compares triangles in a given 
geometry X with triangles of the same size in IE2 and asks that the triangles in X be at 
least as thin as those the comparison triangles in E* (rigorous definitions are provided 
in Section 1). These “CAT(O)” spaces have many of the same geometric properties as 
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universal covers of compact Riemannian manifolds (in fact, all such universal covers 
are CAT(O) spaces) including convexity of the distance function, unique geodesic seg- 
ments, and contractibility. These spaces come equipped with a natural compactification 
by adding on the geodesic rays emanating from a point to obtain a compact metrizable 
space just as in the &negatively curved setting. This boundary is our main object of 
study and definitions and basic properties of this boundary are given in Section 1. 
For S-negatively curved spaces, this notion of boundary is well-defined in the sense 
that if G acts geometrically on two geometries, their boundaries are homeomorphic via 
a G-equivariant homeomorphism coming from the orbit maps, thus the notation aG is 
unambiguous. The guiding question for this paper was provided by Gromov, [S] and asks 
whether this same well-definedness holds in the nonpositively curved setting. 
Question. When a group r acts geometrically on two CAT(O) spaces, are their visual 
boundaries r-equivariantly homeomorphic? Are their boundaries isometric in the Tits 
metric? 
This paper is organized into five sections. The first contains some basic facts about 
CAT(O) spaces and their boundaries. We do not provide proofs of these facts, but ref- 
erences are given. The second section provides a brief review of the Tits metric as we 
use this in the proof of the Main Theorem stated below. The proof will be the contents 
of section three. In the remaining two sections we provide a proof of the Tits metric 
question which is also proven in [6], a proof that the periodic one flat and two flats are 
dense among all flats in this case, and finally some open questions. 
Main Theorem. Suppose r = G x H acts geometrically on a CAT(O) space X with 
G, H nonelementary word hyperbolic. Then the following are true: 
(1) There exist closed convex subsets X1, X2 of X such that G and H admit geometric 
actions on X1 and X2, respectively. Furthermore, L(Xl) n L(X2) = 8 in ax, 
where L(Xi) denotes the limit set of Xi, giving 8X ” aG * aH. 
(2) Both G and H determine quasi-convex subsets of X-i.e., for a basepoint x0 E X, 
the orbits (G x (1~)) . 20 and ({ 1~) x H) . x0 are quasi-convex subsets of X. 
In [3], the following related result is shown to be true where the hypotheses are as 
above. 
Theorem. If r has trivial center acts freely on X, and if X satisjies the local extension 
property for geodesics, then X splits as a product and the action must be the product 
action. 
There are theorems in the literature which are similar to the theorem stated above. 
The result for Riemannian manifolds is the classical splitting theorem of [7] which 
says if the fundamental group of the manifold splits as a product, then so does the 
manifold, it’s universal cover, and the action. The theorem stated above from [3] provides 
a generalization of this to general CAT(O) spaces. Both of these theorems have a group 
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acting as a group of covering transformations on a CAT(O) space and both need some 
added conditions to guarantee the full strength that the action splits as the product action. 
Our theorem is not asking for this much structure, only an “asymptotic” splitting-i.e., 
we want the boundary of the CAT(O) space to split as the join-we do not need the 
action to be free nor do we need local extendability of geodesics, nor do we need a trivial 
center to get our result. 
It is also worth mentioning the following theorem for comparison: 
Theorem [5]. Whenever F = G x Z” where G is word hyperbolic acts geometrically on 
the CA T(0) space X, there is an embedding 3G + i3X that extends to a homeomorphism 
of aG * S”-’ onto ax. Moreover; if r also acts geometrically on the CAT(O) space 
X’, then there is a r-equivariant homeomorphism 8X --f ax’; however such a home- 
omorphism cannot in general be obtained as a continuous extension of a r-eguivariant 
quasi-isometry of X to X’. 
The author would like to thank the referee for pointing out a mistakes in the original 
versions of Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 and for many other helpful suggestions. 
1. Basics on C,4T(O) spaces and boundaries 
The idea of this curvature notion is to compare a triangle in the given space with a 
triangle of the same size in lE* and ask that the given triangle be at least as thin as a 
Euclidean one of the same side lengths. 
Definition. Let (X, d) be a proper complete geodesic metric space. If aabc is a geodesic 
triangle in X, then we consider A& in IE*, a triangle with the same side lengths, and 
call this a comparison triangle. Then we say X satisfies the CAT(O) inequality if given 
nabc in X, then for any comparison triangle and any two points p, q on Aabc, the 
corresponding points p, (I on the comparison triangle satisfy 
Some examples of CAT(O) spaces are lEn, W”, and also &!-trees. The universal cover 
of any compact Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature is CAT(O) as well [2]. 
Also, any closed convex subset of a CAT(O) space is CAT(O) with the induced metric. 
Another way of building examples of CAT(O) spaces is by taking products. If (Xi, dl ), 
(X2,&) are CAT(O), then X = Xi x X2 is CAT(O) when given the metric d = 
dw. XI and X2 are closed convex subsets of X here. Our main object of study 
in this paper will be products. 
It is worth noting that one can define a local notion of negative curvature in a similar 
manner. Given a geodesic metric space (X, d) and E < 0, one can compare geodesic 
triangles in X with triangles of the same size in the surface of constant curvature E as 
above. X is called CAT(E) if this is the case (examples are universal covers of compact 
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Riemannian manifolds of negative curvature). This notion differs from the previously 
mentioned notion of S-negative curvature because the first is an asymptotic notion-all 
things of size less than S are ignored. 
Definition. A group r is a CAT(O) group if r acts geometrically on some CAT(O) 
space (X, d). 
The classical hyperbolic and Euclidean groups are all CAT(O) groups as well as fun- 
damental groups of compact Riemannian manifolds of nonpositive curvature since they 
act geometrically on their universal cover. Also, Coxeter groups are CA T(0) groups, [9]. 
If (X, d) is a CAT(O) space, then the following basic properties hold: 
(1) The distance function d : X x X + Iw is convex. 
(2) X has unique geodesic segments between points. 
(3) X is contractible. 
For details, see [lo] and [6]. 
Next we define the boundary of a CAT(O) space and give some basic properties of 
this boundary. 
Let (X, d) be a proper CAT(O) space. First, we can define aX as a set as follows: 
Definition. Two geodesic rays c, c’ : [0, CQ) + X are said to be asymptotic if there exists 
a constant K such that d(c(t), c’(t)) < K, Vt > O-this is an equivalence relation. The 
boundary of X, ax, is then the set of equivalence classes of geodesic rays. The union 
X U aX will be denoted x. The equivalence class of a ray c is denoted by c(a). 
We state (without proof) a proposition which will guarantee that the topology we define 
on X U aX is basepoint independent. The proof can be found in [6, Chapter 31. 
Proposition 1.1. Zf X is a CAT(O) space and c : [0, oc) + X is a geodesic ray from x, 
then for every point x’ E X, there is a unique geodesic ray c’ beginning at x’ and is 
asymptotic to c. 
We define a topology on X = X U i3X that induces the metric topology on X. Fix a 
basepoint ~0 in X and let B(Q, r) denote the ball of radius T > 0 about ~0 while S(so, 7’) 
denotes the sphere of radius T about x0. B(xa, r) is a complete, compact, convex, subset 
of X and so projection onto it is well-defined. If T’ 3 T and 2 E S(xa, T’), then the 
image of z under projection onto B(zo, r) is the point obtained by intersecting S(ZO, r) 
with the unique geodesic from x to 20. The projections p,l IB(~“,~) : B(xo, T’) 4 B(zo, T) 
for T’ 2 T form an inverse system. Every point is a map c : [0, cc) + X which either 
becomes constant eventually or else c(r’) # c(r) f or T’ > r. The points of the first type 
have a minimum t-0 3 0 such that c(r) = c(ro), ‘Vr 3 TO and so c is the unique segment 
from x0 to c(ro) when restricted to [0, ro] and constant on the rest. The second type is a 
geodesic ray based at x0. Thus there is a natural bijection I : X --f 12 B(zo, r). We 
give w the topology which makes this a homeomorphism-where lim B(G), T) is given 
the inverse limit topology. This is called the cone topology on X. 
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When X is proper, fT is compact and X is identified with a dense open subset of 
X under inclusion. 
aX is a closed subspace of x. 
There is a natural neighborhood basis for a point in ax. Let c be a geodesic ray 
emanating from 20 and T > 0, E > 0. Define 
U((.>T,&) = {z E x 1 d(z,zo) > 7’. d(p&), c(r)) < E}. 
This consists of all points in x such that when projected back to the sphere of 
radius T about 20, this projection is not more than E away from the intersection of 
that sphere with c. These sets along with the metric balls about ICO form a basis 
for this cone topology. 
This topology is independent of basepoint-i.e., there is a natural identification be- 
tween topologies when the basepoint is changed. This follows from Proposition 1.1 
above. 
When a space X is CAT(O) and &negatively curved, then the notation dX is 
unambiguous since the Gromov boundary of X as a S-negatively curved space 
agrees with our above definition. 
An isometry 4 : X + X extends to a homeomorphism of the boundary of X since 
$(B(za, r)) = B($(zo), r) and conjugates projection thus giving a homeomor- 
phism between the inverse limits. 
Examples. Examples of the cone topology include the following: 
(11 ariv = s-! 
(21 aw = 5-l. 
(3) The boundary of an infinite simplicial R-tree in which every vertex has valence 
at least three is a Cantor set. 
(4) If X’ is a closed, convex subset then X’ is CAT(O) and 8X’ embeds naturally in 
ax. 
(5) If X1, X2 are CAT(O) spaces, then we saw above that X = Xr x X2 is also 
CAT(O). It turns out that aX ” ax, * aX2, where * denotes the spherical join. 
Indeed, since X1, X2 are closed, convex subsets of X, projection is well-defined 
so any ray c in ax, can be projected onto each of the factors to obtain rays in XI 
and X2 which tell the “coordinates” of c in the join. It will be helpful to set up 
the following notation for these products: 
ax * ax 
2 
= axI x [a 7+1 x ax2 
where - denotes the equivalence relation that identifies the points (~1~19, ~2) and 
(u{,~,u;) if and only if [Q = 0 an 7~2 = u;] or [B = 7r/2 and UI = u:]. To d 
denote the equivalence class of the point (~r,0, ZQ), we use the convenient notation 
ui cos 0 + 1~2 sin 0 following [6]. 
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Isometries of CAT(O) spaces can be divided into three types. This classification is 
based on the behavior of the displacement function for an isometry. 
Definition. Let y be an isometry of the metric space X. The displacement function 
d, :X --f IR+ is defined by dy(z) = d(y . cc, x). The translation length of y is the 
number IyI = inf{d,(z): z E X}. The set of points where y attains this infimum will 
be denoted Min(y). An isometry y is called semi-simple if Min(y) is nonempty. 
Some basic properties about this Min(y) are summarized in the following proposition, 
see [6, Chapter 31. 
Proposition 1.2. Let X be a metric space and y an isometry of X. 
(1) Min(y) is y-invariant. 
(2) Zfa: is another isometry ofX, then IyI = laya-‘I, and Min(aya-‘) = ct.Min(y); 
in particulal; if cr commutes with y, then it leaves Min(y) invariant. 
(3) If X is CAT(O), then the displacementfinction d, is convex: hence Min(y) is a 
closed convex subset of X. 
The proofs of the first two properties are easy and the third follows directly from 
the fact that the distance function on X is convex. The following proposition gives the 
classification of isometries of X. 
Definition. Let X be a metric space. An isometry y of X is called 
(1) elliptic if y has a fixed point-i.e., IyI = 0 and Min(y) is nonempty; 
(2) hyperbolic if d, attains a strictly positive infimum; 
(3) parabolic if d, does not attain its infimum, in other words if Min(y) is empty. 
It is clear that an isometry is semi-simple if and only if it is elliptic or hyperbolic. If 
two isometries are conjugate in Isom(X), then they are in the same class. 
It is important to point out here that when a group r acts geometrically on a CAT(O) 
space X, then the elements of r act as semi-simple isometries because of the cocom- 
pactness of the action. Our main concern here will be the hyperbolic isometrics. 
There is a very important theorem about the structure of Min(y) when y is a hyperbolic 
isometry of a CAT(O) space X. The proof of this structure theorem relies on two theorems 
that are stated below. Both of these are proven in [6] as well as the structure theorem. 
The first of these is the Flat Strip Theorem which is a generalization of a theorem that 
holds in the theory of nonpositively curved manifolds, see [2, p. 171. 
The Flat Strip Theorem. Let X be a CAT(O) space, and let c : R + X and c’ : IR + X 
be geodesic lines in X. lfc and c’ are parallel, then the convex hull of c(R) U c’(R) is 
isometric to a jut strip IR X [0, D] C: IE2. 
The next theorem provides a way of decomposing the set of parallel lines to a given 
line, into a product. 
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Decomposition Theorem. Let X be a CAT(O) space and let c : IR + X be a geodesic 
line in X. 
(1) The union of the images of all geodesic lines c’ : JR ---f X parallel to c is a convex 
subspace X, of X. 
(2) Let p be the restriction to X, of the projection on the complete convex subspuce 
I@). Let Xz = pP’(c(0)). Then X, ’ is convex (in purticulur; it is also CAT(O)) 
and X,. is canonically isometric to the product X,? x Iw. 
The next theorem is the structure theorem for Min(y) where y is a hyperbolic isometry 
of a CAT(O) space X. There are proofs available in [6,5]. 
Theorem 1.5. Let X be a CAT(O) space. 
(1) An isometry y of X is hyperbolic if and only if there exists a geodesic line 
c: lR + X which is translated nontrivially by 7, namely y c(t) = c(t + a), 
,for some a > 0. The set c(E%) is culled an axis of’ y. For any such axis, the 
number a is equal to ly(. 
(2) tfr is hyperbolic, the axes of y are all parallel to each other; and their union is 
Min(y). 
(3) Min(y) is isometric to a product Y x IF?, and the restriction of y to Min(y) is of 
the form (.y, t) H (y, t + ITI), where y E Y, t g IR. 
(4) Every isometry a: which commutes with 7 leaves Min(y) = Y x IF! invariant, and 
its restriction to Y x Iw is of the form (yy, rl), where yy is un isometry of Y and 
it a translation of R. 
Another application of the Flat Strip Theorem is the following generalization of the 
above theorem to include finitely generated abelian groups of semi-simple isometries. It 
is called the Flat Torus Theorem. 
Flat Torus Theorem. Let r be a finitely generated ubeliun group acting properly by 
semi-simple isometries on a complete CAT(O) space X. 
(1) Min(r) = nyEr Min(y) is nonempty and splits us a product Y x IE”, where 
72 = rIi?Qr; 
(2) every y E r leaves Min(r) invariant, respecting the product structure; y is the 
identity on the first factor Y and a translation on the second factor IE”; 
(3) the quotient of each n-jut {y} x IE” by this action is an n-torus. 
The proof, which appears in [6], uses induction on n and the case n = 1 is exactly 
the Decomposition Theorem above. The above theorem tells us the following interesting 
fact which we will use later on: 
Corollary 1.7. lfr is a group acting geometrically on a CAT(O) space X, and H 2 Z” 
a subgroup of r, then there exists a point x E X such that the orbit H. x is a lattice in 
an isometrically embedded copy of En (i.e., an n-Jut). 
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One more result which we will need in the proof of the Main Theorem is the following. 
A proof of this can be found in [6]. 
Flat Plane Theorem. A proper cocompact CAT(O) p s ace X is a-negatively curved if 
and only if X does not contain a subspace isometric to IiS*. 
2. The angular and Tits metrics 
Here we develop a general technique for measuring angles between points in ax. We 
assume the reader has some knowledge of how to measure angles in a metric space, 
but we add the necessary definitions for completeness. Alexandrov used the method of 
comparison triangles to define the notion of angle between two geodesics leaving a point 
J: in a metric space X. 
Definition. Let c : [0, a] + X and c’ : [0, a’] i X be two geodesics with c(0) = c’(0) = 
20. Given t E [0, a], t’ E [0, u’], and let CY$ denote the angle in a comparison triangle 
in Euclidean space at the vertex corresponding to 20. The (upper) angle between c, c’ at 
20 is defined to be the following number: 
L c,c’ : = lim sup ckE:f: 
t,v+o 
Note. The lim sup is used because the limit may not always exist, but in CAT(O) spaces, 
the limit does exist and instead of calling it an “upper” angle, we call it the angle. For 
a proof of this, we reference [6]. 
Definition. Let X be a CAT(O) p s ace. Given x E X and u,v E ax, we denote by 
L, (u, U) the angle between the unique geodesic rays which issue from II: and lie in the 
classes u and v, respectively. Then we define the angle between u and v to be 
4% u) = ,“F$ LZ(% VI. 
The following proposition gives some basic facts about angles between boundary points 
of a (complete) CAT(O) space. For complete proofs, see Chapter 3 of [6]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a CAT(O) space and let c, c’ be two geodesic rays issuing 
from the same point x E X. Let u = c(m) and U’ = c’(w). 
(1) Zfu # u’, then there exists t > 0 such that Qt,(q u’) > 0; hence L(u, u’) > 0. 
(2) The function y H L,(u, u’) is upper semi-continuous on X. 
(3) The function t H L,(t) (u, u’) is nondecreasing and 
L(U, U’) = t’$& L,(,,(U, U’). 
(4) Zf L,(u, u’) = L(u, u’), then the convex hull of c(IR+) U c(R+) is isometric to 
a sector in the Euclidean plane bounded by two rays which meet at an angle 
L(U, U’). 
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l-3 SuPPose {&}? {Yn) are sequences of points of X converging to u, u’ in ax. 
Then if x(1 is a basepoint of X, 
liIyi;f Lzo(zk,yYn) 3 L(u. u’), 
where L,,, (x, , yn) denotes the angle in a Euclidean comparison triangle. 
It is easy to see that this angle satisfies the triangle inequality and so this combined 
with (1) from above gives us that L( IL, u’) defines a metric on aX called the angular 
metric. 
The next proposition gives a way of measuring the angle between two rays using an 
asymptotic formula. This formula will be useful in proving the Tits metric question for 
products in Section 4. 
Proposition 2.2. Let x be a point in the CAT(O) p s ace X and let c, c’ be two geodesic 
rays emanating from x with u = c(o0) and u’ = C’(W). Then 
lirn d(c(t), c’(t)) 
t-33 t = [2 - 2cosL(u,u’)] “2. 
Proof. To simplify notation, let d(t) = d(c(t), c’(t))/t and let A denote the expression 
on the right hand side of the formula. First we show that the limit on the left side of the 
equation exists. Indeed, we see that for tl < t2 in [0, m). 
cl(c(t, ), c’(t, )) G 3clt2), c’(t2)) 
because the distance function is convex. This tells us that d(t) is monotone increasing 
in t. We also see that this expression is bounded by 2 independent of t since 
n’@(t). c’(t)) < d(c(t),x) + d(x, c’(t)) < t + t = 2t. 
Thus, the limit exists. 
Consider the triangle with vertices x, c(t), c’(t) with angles at, /3t, it, respectively. 
Let the angles in a comparison triangle be denoted t, E, T. This triangle has side 
lengths t, t, d(c(t), c’(t)). We first show lim+,,, d(t) 3 A. 
Applying the law of cosines to the comparison triangle, we have 
d(c(t), c’(t))2 = 2t2 - 2t* cost 
= 2?(1 - COSE) 
3 2t2( 1 - cos L5(U1 U’)) 
= t2 (2 - 2 cos L,(u, u’)). 
Where the inequality comes from the fact that Ls(u, u’) < ?& and the cosine function 
is decreasing on [O,n]. Dividing both sides by t2 and using the fact that L(u, u’) 3 
L,(u, u’), we get d(t)2 3 A2. Taking the limit as t + 0~) gives the desired result. 
To show the reverse inequality, use the same notations as above adding the following: 
d = d(c(t), c’(t)). Apply the law of cosines to the comparison triangle to obtain the 
following equations: 




Substituting and combining gives d(t) = d/t = cos 3 + cos ,&. Now we have: 
d(t) = cos it + cos ,& < cos yt + cos pt. 
To finish the proof, it suffices to show the last expression above is less than [2 - 
2cos4/*. 
Consider a Euclidean triangle (a, b, c) with the angle at vertex a being at and let 
/I?, y denote the angles at vertices b, c, respectively. Let M = p + y = /I$ + yt. If 
we consider the function f(x) = COSJ: + cos(M - Z) on the interval [0, M], then we 
must have a unique maximum obtained on this interval. This maximum, at 20, satisfies 
sin(M - ~0) = sin ~0. This will occur if we specify that the sidelengths opposite p, y in 
our above triangle have length 1 because of the law of sines from Euclidean geometry- 
i.e., sin@ = siny = sin(M - /3) in this triangle, so ,6 = 50. Using the fact that p 
maximizes this function and the law of cosines on triangle (a, b, c), we get 
cosp, + cosyt 6 cosp fcosy = [2 - 2cos4”2 
as needed. 0 
Proposition 2.3. The expression on the left hand side of the formula in Proposition 2.2 
is independent of basepoint. 
Proof. Let y be another point in X. Let r, r’ denote rays beginning at y which are 
asymptotic to c and c’, respectively. We know these exist by Proposition 1.1. Now we 
have, 
d(N r’(t)) G @b-(t), c(t))) + d(c(t), c’(t)) + d(c’(t), r’(t)) 
< 2d(z, y) + d(c(t), c’(t)). 
The first follows from the triangle inequality, the second follows from the convexity of 
the distance function-indeed, consider the quadrilateral formed with vertices Z, y, r(t), 
c(t), we know the side formed by r(t) and c(t) is no bigger than the side formed by 5 
and y. Likewise for the pair r’(t), c’(t). Dividing by t and taking limits as t + cc gives 
the independence of basepoint as 2d(z, y)/t 4 0 as t + 00. 0 
Example. Consider the CAT(O) space X = W2. We know aX is the unit circle. For 
any two points on the boundary circle, there is a geodesic line in W2 joining these 
two points. Because the above calculation is independent of basepoint, we may as well 
assume the basepoint is on this line. Then one easily sees that the angle between the two 
points must be 7r. This means the angle metric on a@“) is discrete. This is actually true 
for any S-negatively curved metric space. The formula on the right side of the above 
equation defines a pseudo metric on the Gromov boundary. From this, one obtains a 
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metric analogous to the angle metric on a CAT(O) space and because any two points in 
the Gromov boundary can be joined by a geodesic line inside the space, we again obtain 
a discrete metric. 
Definition. Let X be a CAT(O) space with boundary 13x. Then the Tits metric on aX 
is the length metric associated to the angular metric on 8X and is denoted Td. 
Proposition 2.4. Let X be u CAT(O) space. Then the following hold: 
(1) If IL. u are points of aX such that there is no geodesic line c: IR + X with 
C(W) = u and c( -cc) = 71, inparticular ifTd(u, 1)) < 7r, then Td(u, II) = L(IL. 71) 
and there is a geodesic segment in (ax, Td) between 71 and 71. 
(2) For any 7~: 71 E 3X, we have 
L(u. II) = min{ 7r; Td(u, u)}. 
In particular; the Tits metric and the angular metric induce the same topology on 
ax. 
(3) If Td(u, II) > 7r, then there is a geodesic c: II?! + X with C(W) = u, and 
c(-CQ) = 21. 
(4) [f c : IR + X is a geodesic line, then Td(c( -oc)), C(W)) 3 x and there is equality 
if and only [f c(R) bounds a Jat half plane. 
(5) If the diameter of i3X with the Tits metric is r, then every geodesic line in X 
bounds a flat halfplane. 
3. Main Theorem 
The contents of this section is a proof of the Main Theorem stated below: 
Main Theorem. Suppose r = G x H acts geometrically on a CAT(O) space X with 
G, H nonelementary word hyperbolic. Then the following are true: 
(1) There exist closed convex subsets X1, X2 of X such that G and H admit geometric 
actions on Xl and X2, respectively. Furthermore, L(XI) n L(X2) = 8 in ax, 
where L(Xi) denotes the limit set of Xi, giving aX % aG * aH. 
(2) Both G and H determine quasi-convex subsets of X-i.e., fur a basepoint zg E X, 
theorbits (G x {~H}).zo and ((1~) x H)’ 20 are quasi-convex subsets of X. 
Before giving the proof, we state a known result from the theory of word hyperbolic 
groups as well as a lemma which follows easily from CAT(O) geometry. Proofs of both 
can be found in [ 111. 
Double Density. Let G be a (nonelementary) word hyperbolic group and let g*= de- 
note the pair of endpoints of an axis for the infinite order element g E G. The set 
{W=:s-‘=)I g E G, 49) = cc IS I ’ d ense in aG x aG. In short, any geodesic line can 
be approximated by an axis for a hyperbolic isometry. 
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Lemma. Suppose M is a closed, convex, quasi-dense subset of the CAT(O) space X 
where quasi-dense means X c Nd (M) f or some constant d. Then i3M = 8X. 
Proof of the Main Theorem. The proof of the Main Theorem will be given as a series 
of lemmas, the first of which illustrates one of the big differences between groups of the 
form G x Z” and G x H where G, H are nonelementary word hyperbolic groups. 
We point out that this lemma is much like the lemma from both of the known results 
cited above, however, our assumptions are weaker and so, although the proof is similar, 
especially to [3], there are adjustments to be made. 
Lemma 3.1. Let D denote a compact fundamental fundamental domain for the action 
of r on X. Let CH(G . D) denote the intersection of all closed, convex, G x { 1~). 
invariant subsets of X which contain D. Then there exists a compact D’ such that 
G ’ D’ = CH(G . D). In short, G acts cocompactly on it’s closed convex hull. 
Proof. Suppose there is no such D’. Then for each n > 0, 3x, E CH(G ’ D), such 
that d(zn, G . D) > n. Choose a sequence of elements (gn, h,) E r such that 2, E 
(gn, h,) . D. In particular, we have a sequence of elements {hn} from H such that 
h, . x, E CH(G . D). We have the following: 
d(D,h,.D)ad(h,.D,G.D) 
= d((g,, h,) . D, G D) 
3 d(znr G. D) - diam(D) 
the first inequality holds since D c G. D and the last one holds because z, E (gn, h,) . D. 
We know the last term tends to co as n gets large. This inequality tells us that the sequence 
of h,‘s moves D further and further off of itself and so there must be infinitely many 
distinct h,‘s. Thus, without loss of generality we can assume h, # h, for n # m. Next 
we show for any h E H, the family {dhnhh,l } of displacement functions is uniformly 
bounded on CH(G . D). Indeed, since D is compact and the displacement functions are 
continuous, choose M = max{dh(z): 2 E D}. We know h commutes with all of G, 
therefore 
dh(z) = d(z, h . x) = d((g, 1) . x, (g,h) . x) = &((g, 1) x) 
and so dh is constant on the orbits of G. Now let S = {z E X: dh(z) 6 M}. S is a 
closed, convex, G-invariant subspace containing G . D, thus CH(G ’ D) c 5’ and we 
have dh bounded by M on CH(G . D). Now let y E D be arbitrary. We know 
d h,hh,~ (h, . y) = d(h, . Y, hnh. y) = d(y, h. Y) = b(y) G M. 
Also, since (gn, h,) xn E D, we have 
dhnhh,l (Y) = d(hJK’ . Y> Y) 
< d(y, (sn, hn) . z:“) + d((gn, h,) xnr hJK’(g,, h,) . z,> 
+ d(h,hh,‘(gn, hn) . zn, h&h,’ . Y) 
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<d((g,,h,,) ~z,,(gnrh,)h~~,) +2. (diamD) 
= &(z,) + 2 (diam D) 
<111+2.(diamD). 
Thus we have {dh,hh,~ } uniformly bounded on D as needed. But the action of r is 
properly discontinuous so this would imply that for a fixed h E H, there are only finitely 
many distinct h,hh;' ‘s. Suppose S = { sr , . . . , sk}, is a finite generating set for H. For 
each j = l,... , ic, we can find a subsequence of the {h,} so that all the elements of 
{ h,sjh,‘} are equal for this subsequence. Starting with j = 1, we choose a subsequence 
that works for st, now we can choose a subsequence of that subsequence which will 
work for ~2, and so on until we get to Ic. We will then have a subsequence of the {h,}, so 
thatforeachj = l,... , lc, the elements {h,sjh;‘} are all equal. But this subsequence 
will work for any h E H now because S generates all of H. So, for any h E H, we 
have h,hh;’ = h,hh,’ for n # rn, which gives h,’ h,,h = hh;’ h,--i.e., h&l h, 
is in the center of H for n # 771. As the center of a nonelementary word hyperbolic 
group is finite, we can assume that all the hg’h, are the same for n # m, In particular, 
h&‘hl = h;‘hl for n # m which says h, = h,-a contradiction since we chose them 
to be distinct. q 
Assertion (2) of the theorem follows easily from this lemma so we state and prove it 
here. 
Corollary 3.2. The orbits of G and H are quasi-convex subsets of X. 
Proof. First, since both G and H are nonelementary word hyperbolic, we can switch 
their roles in the above lemma to conclude that H acts cocompactly on it’s convex hull 
as well so we show it suffices to show the orbit of G is quasi-convex. Fix a basepoint 
20 E D’ as above. The orbit (G x { 1~)) . ~0 is now contained in CH(G . D) as it is 
G-invariant and contains D’. Fix (gt , 1) .ZO, (gz, 1) ‘20 in the orbit of G. We know the 
segment between them is contained in CH(G . D) as it is convex. From the lemma, the 
G translates of D’ cover all of CH(G D). Let K = diam D’. For any point p on the 
segment [(gt , 1) .~a, (gz, 1) . Q], we know there is a g E G so that p E g . D’. As g ‘20 
is also in there, we have d(p, g . 50) < K. Thus K is our quasi-convexity constant. 0 
Let S denote the set of all nonempty, minimal, closed, convex, G invariant subspaces of 
X. Notice that if Cl, C2 are distinct elements of S, then Ct n C2 = 0 as the intersection 
of any two members of S is again closed, convex, and G invariant. Also, since any 
decreasing sequence of elements of nonempty closed convex G-invariant subsets that are 
contained in CH(G . D) must have a nonempty intersection as each will intersect with 
D’. Thus we can apply Zorn’s Lemma to obtain a minimal G invariant closed, convex 
subset in CH(G D). 
Remark 3.3. In [3], it is shown that any two elements of the collection S are parallel- 
i.e., if d = d(CI, C2) = inf 5, E~, +>e~? d(zl , x2), then there is a unique isometry of 
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Cl x [0, d] on the convex hull CH(Cl U C2) of Cl U Cz which respects projection. 
Specifically, if we let 7rI : X + Cl denote projection onto Cl, then this map is an 
isometry from Cz onto Cl when restricted. The proof of this uses the minimality of 
the elements of S as well as a theorem called the Flat Quadrilateral Theorem which is 
proven in [6]. This result states that if all four angles in a quadrilateral are > 7r/2, then, 
in fact, they are all = 7r/2 and the quadrilateral is actually flat. Next, it is shown that the 
collection of all of these parallel copies forms a closed, convex, r invariant subspace 
of X, call it X’. From the preliminary lemma, X’ is quasi-dense in X, which gives 
aX = 8X’. Thus for the asymptotic result, we can assume that X = X’. 
Remark 3.4. Let Cl, (72, Cx be in the collection S and let 7ri denote projection onto Ci, 
i = 1,2,3. Then ~1 = KIPJ for all points of C3 that lie on a line. In [3], this works for 
all points of C3 since the space X is assumed to have local extendability of geodesics. 
We do not assume this, so we must only use this fact for points which we know lie on 
a line inside C,. 
Remark 3.5. It is convenient to set up some notation at this point. Let X1 be an element 
of the collection S and let 50 E X1. Let “I : X ---) X1 denote projection. It is important 
to note here that for each z E X, there is a unique C, in the collection S containing 
s-this is because ~1 Ic, : C, -+ X1 is an isometry for all 2 E X. 
Let g be an infinite order element in G. We know g acts as a hyperbolic isometry 
on X and thus on X1 (since X1 is convex, closed, and G-invariant) so we can find an 
axis for g inside X1. We know by the Decomposition Theorem, that Min(g) (in X) is 
isometric to a product Ys x JR where Y, is a closed, convex subset of X. 
Lemma 3.6. Let x E Yg. Dejine h * x = nyy (( 1, h) x) where 7rys denotes projection 
onto Y,. This action is a geometric action of H on Yg giving aY, c aH. 
Proof. To show the action is geometric, we must show it is isometric, properly discon- 
tinuous, and cocompact. To show * is isometric, let z,y E Yg and h f H. Now we 
have: 
d(h*~,h*y)=d(~y~((l,h).2),~~,((1,h).y)) =d(h.z,h.y)=d(x,y). 
The second equality follows because all the axes for g are parallel and hitting by 
h takes parallel axes to parallel axes, the same distance apart. Then since Min(g) is a 
product, we know projection onto the Y, factor preserves the distance between these 
lines. Thus the action is isometric. 
Assume the action is not properly discontinuous on Yg. Then there exists a compact 
K c Ys (containing the basepoint 50) and a sequence {hn} of elements of H, such 
that h, * K n K # 0. For each n, we know there is a unique Ch,.zo E S such that 
h,,, . zo E Ch.so. We know from Lemma 3.2 that G acts cocompactly on each of the 
elements of S, so let M be the diameter of a fundamental region for this action. Now 
we can choose a gn E G, such that 
cl((g,, hn) .x0, h, * xo) < M. 
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Now let y,, = (yn, h,). We now have, 
and this contradicts the proper discontinuity of the action of r on X. Thus the action of 
H on Yg is properly discontinuous as needed. 
To show cocompactness, it suffices to show if D is a fundamental region for the action 
of r on X, then H * D covers all of Yq. Let y E Yg and fix a basepoint 20 E D. Then 
there exists a y = (g, h) E r, such that d(y 50, y) < diam(D). Since h permutes 
the elements of S and g leaves them setwise fixed, we know d(C,, Ch.ZO) < diam(D). 
Projection onto Yg is nonincreasing so 
d(Tv, (h . XO), ryg (Y)) = d(h * 20, Y) < diam(D) 
giving the cocompactness of the action. 
Since the action of H on Yg is geometric and H is negatively curved, we know there 
is a natural quasi-isometry between H and Y, which extends to a homeomorphism of 
boundaries giving i3Y, ” aH. 0 
We have embeddings of aH and dG into dX. To get a homeomorphism of aG + aH 
onto ax, we must show the images of these embeddings do not intersect. 
angular metric introduced in Section 2. 
We use the 
Lemma 3.7. Fix an XI in S and let I$ be as above. Then 3x1 n au, = 0. 
Proof. Let p E dXt and q E aY,. We know Xt is negatively curved so the angular 
metric is discrete on aXt-i.e., if p # p’ E ZlXt, then L(p, p’) = r. Also, since 
Min(g) E Yg x R, where Iw is an axis for g, we have L(q,g”) = 7r/2 for all q E aY,. 
Thus we have the following: 
~(Pli7”) G 4P,d + 4%L7”), = G 5 + L(P) 41, ; G 4P,d. 
Thus we have p # q as needed. 0 
Let g’ be a different infinite order element of G and Y,I be defined as above. It is clear 
that Y,, will admit a geometric H action as well since H commutes with all elements 
of G. We need to show that no matter what g E G we choose, we end up with the same 
copy of aH in 3X. Before doing so, we make an observation about the structure of Ys 
in this setting. 
Lemma 3.8. The intersection of Yg with Xl is a closed, bounded, convex subset of XI. 
Proof. Min(g) = Yg x lR where Yy parameterizes the space of all axes for g in X. 
Observe that Yg n XI parameterizes the set of those axes in Xt which is precisely the 
set of axes for the action of g on Xt . Thus we can apply the Decomposition Theorem 
to the action of g on Xt to see that Min(g) n Xt = 2, x lR which gives Yg n X1 = 2,. 
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It is left to see that 2, is bounded. This follows directly from the Flat Plane Theorem 
stated in Section 1. Indeed, if Z, were unbounded, then it would contain a geodesic ray 
which would force Xi to contain a totally geodesic half-plane contradicting the fact that 
Xi is S-negatively curved. 0 
Definition. Two closed, convex subsets of X are called parallel if the Hausdorff distance 
between them is finite. 
Lemma 3.9. Let g, g’ E G be injinite order elements. Then Yg and Ysr are closed, 
convex, subsets of X which are parallel. 
Proof. We know Yg, Y,, are closed and convex by the Decomposition Theorem. Their 
boundaries are homeomorphic because they are O-negatively curved and quasi-isometric 
(i.e., they both admit geometric H-actions). Thus it suffices to show the Hausdorff dis- 
tance between them is finite to see that they determine the same subset of ax. 
By Lemma 3.8 we have 2, and 2,) closed, bounded, convex subsets of X1. Let 
D = d(Z,, Z,t) = min{d(z,y): z E Z,, y E Zg/}. 
Let 5 E Yg and C, denote the unique element of S containing 2. Recall that 
7+7s :Cz + Xi is an isometry and note that 7ri (z) E Z,. We know there exists a 
point y E Z,, with d(y, ~1 (z)) < D. Then 2’ = n,‘(y) is a single point of C, with 
d(z, z’) = d(7rt (z), y) < D. It is now clear that Yg and Yd have finite Hausdorff dis- 
tance. 0 
It is left to describe where the line segments between points of aG and dH go. First 
notice the embedding of aH we are using is not coming from the induced action of H 
on X, whereas the embedding of aG is. 
Lemma 3.10. Fix a C E S, an injinite order g E G, and a basepoint p E Min(g) n C. 
Then Min(g) = Yg x lK with aY, E aH und aC ” aG. For any x E aY, and any 
y E ac, L(X,Y) = n/2. 
Proof. First we consider the rational points of aG and aH. Suppose g” E aG and 
h” E aH. Since g. h commute, the Flat Torus Theorem, implies there is a 2-flat in 
Min(g) n Min(h) left invariant by the Z x Z generated by g, h where the orbit of a 
basepoint xc E Min(g) n Min( h) under the Z x Z generating a lattice inside the plane. If 
we choose this x0 in C, then the g-axis, A,, of this plane is inside C, but the h-axis is 
not necessarily inside Y,. However, when we project the h-axis to Yg we obtain an axis 
A;, for the * action of h on Yg. The endpoint of Ai inside aY, corresponds to the point 
h” under the natural homeomorphism between dY, and aH coming from the * actioi,. 
A, x A;1 lies in the product Min(g) = Ys x IIB and the convex hull of these is the 2-flat 
above. Now, h” E aY, and g” E all% implies L(gOO, h”) = 7r/2. 
Consider arbitrary points 5 E aC, y E au,. C, Yg are negatively curved so pairs of 
rational points are dense in K’ x aC and aY, x aY, by the Double Density result. First 
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observe that we already have L(gm, y) = 7r/2 for any gccI E dC and any y E au,. 
Indeed, this follows simply because Min(g) splits as a product-i.e., the argument for 
an arbitrary 3 E aY, is exactly the same as it is for an /L* g au,. This means we will 
only have to do our approximating in the G-factor. 
Let 5 E K’ be arbitrary. We have an axis for gx and our basepoint p lies on this axis. 
We can choose p so that when we consider the triangle with vertices x, 9”, g-“, p lies 
within 25 of the side determined by 5, 9-%, where n is the negative curvature constant 
for f’. 
To build a sequence of rational points in aC converging to x, we do the following: 
to obtain the nth element of the sequence, gT1, use the Double Density result on the pair 
.9pm. x to obtain an axis for glL with (gr . x) > rr and (9;” . g-c4) > n where (.) 
denotes the Gromov inner product. This will force the axis for g7& to pass near the point 
p for large enough ‘II. In fact, 9X, 9,“, 9-=, and 9;” form a quadrilateral with vertices 
in dC so we can find a point qn on the axis for gIL with 
The proof of this uses the thin triangle condition twice and is a standard argument in 
this context-intuitively, quadrilaterals are also “thin” in a negatively curved space so ~1 
lies within 46 of a point on one of the other three sides. Because of our choice of 11, qn 
will have to lie on the axis for 9, for large enough n. 
To measure L(x, y), we first measure L(g,g”, y). Since qn lies on an axis for g,, we 
have qn E Min(9,). Consider Yy7, = K’ (qn ) where 7r denotes projection onto the axis 
for y,,. Just as above, the ray cT1 in Yyr, beginning at q7, and ending at y (i.e., the point 
in au,],, corresponding to y under the homeomorphism onto dYy) along with the ray d,, 
from q,, to gp will form a Euclidean quadrant and so 
i({]F*y) q = 5. 
For all 71, qrL E B(46,p), a compact set, so there is a 9 E B(4r5,p) such that qT2 + q. 
Since g,y ----f xc, the rays c& converge to a ray, d, beginning at q and ending at 2. All of 
the rays cn have their endpoint at y E aX and so converge to a ray, c, from q to y. 
Pick any E > 0. We know the geodesic triangle with vertices q.lL, C,(E), C&,(E) satisfies 
the Pythagorean identity (because they are in a Euclidean quadrant). Since geodesics vary 
continuously with respect to endpoints, we know the segments [qn% C&(E)] converge to 
the segment [q, tub], likewise [qn, c~~(E)] converge to [q? C(E)]. Thus the geodesic triangle 
with vertices q? C(E), ad also satisfies the Pythagorean identity. This is true if and only 
if the angle at q is exactly n/2. 0 
Lemma 3.11. There is u homeomorphism of aG * aH onto ax. 
Proof. Fix C, Y; as above. We have shown how to map aG, aH onto K’, aY,, respec- 
tively. We have also shown that for x E dC and y E i3Y,, L(z. y) = r/2. In fact, we 
have shown these are the endpoints of rays which bound a Euclidean quadrant. Thus we 
can map the line segment between z E dG and y t aH (i.e., the points corresponding to 
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2, y under the homeomorphisms between boundaries) to the line segment this quadrant 
determines in ax. It is left to show this map is a homeomorphism where we are using 
the cone topology on ax. 
That this map is one-to-one and continuous is clear, thus it is left to show that map in 
onto. Let z E ax. If z E K’ or z E aY,, then we are done. Otherwise, let T denote the 
ray beginning at p and ending at z and project T onto C under the projection map 7rc. 
We claim that the image of this projection is unbounded and thus determines a ray in C. 
Indeed, suppose the image of T under 7rc lies in some K ball around the point p. 
Since z not in aC, we know for each t > 0, r(t) lies in a unique parallel copy of C 
denoted by Ct and for s # t, C, # C, by the convexity and minimality of each copy 
of C. Let pt denote the image of p under the projection of C onto C&-notice each 
of these is in Yg (i.e., since A, entirely contained in C, p closest point projection of 
pt in C implies p is closest point projection on A,). We know p, pt, r(t), zc(T(t)) 
are the vertices of a flat quadrilateral, thus the segment [p, r(t)] is the diagonal of this 
quadrilateral. Since d(p, r(t)) -+ 03 as t + cc we see that d(p,pt) + 00 as well. Then 
Ip, pt] would determine a ray in Yg with endpoint in aY,. But for all t > 0 we now have 
d(+h) = d(p, =c (W)) < K 
which implies that z, the endpoint of T lies in aY, which is contrary to our assumption. 
A symmetric argument shows that the image of T projected onto Yg is also unbounded. 
Then xc(im(r)) is a ray in C beginning at p and so has an endpoint we denote by 
7rC(z) E K’, likewise we have 7rys (z) E aY,. We know from the previous lemma that 
L(rc(z), TY&)) = r/2 an so the two points determine a Euclidean quadrant with d 
origin p. The ray T lies entirely in this quadrant and so the endpoint, z of T, lies on the 
segment that the quadrant determines in aX showing that the map is onto. 0 
This completes the proof of the Main Theorem. 0 
4. The Tits metric question 
In Section 2 we discussed the angular and Tits metrics on the boundary of a CAT(O) 
space X. In this section we provide a proof of: 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose X = X1 x X2 is a CAT(O) space. Then (ax, L) is isometric 
to the spherical join of (ax,, L) and (ax*, L)-expEicitly, for any two points u = 
UI cos 0 + u2 sin 8 and u’ = IL{ cos 8’ + IL; sin 9’ in ax, we have: 
cosL(u,u’) = cos~cosO’cosL(u~,u~) + sin0sinB’cosL(u2,Q. 
Proof. Choose basepoints xi E Xi for i = 1,2. Let ci, CL denote geodesic rays issuing 
from xi representing the points ui, u!, E aXi, i = 1,2, respectively. Then the rays 
c, c’ defined by c(t) = (cl(tcosQ),c2(tsin8)) and c’(t) = (c~(tcos0’),c~(tsin8’)) are 
geodesic rays in X with c(m) = u and c’(m) = u’. Now we simply apply the asymptotic 
formula for calculating angles (Proposition 2.2) to obtain: 
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+ sin2 19’ - 2 sin 0 sin 0’ cos L(u2. ui) 
=2-2cos~cos13’cosL(u~.u’,) -2sin0sin8’cosL(7~2,u~): 
which gives the required result. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose r is a group of the form G x Zn or G x H where G, H denote 
nonelementary word hyperbolic groups. Then if r acts geometrically on two CAT(O) 
spaces X, X’, then their boundaries are isometric in the angular and Tits metrics, 
Proof. By the theorem quoted in the introduction, we know that any space X which 
admits a geometric group action by a r = G x Zn must have a closed, convex, r- 
invariant subset of the form Y x II?? with Y S-negatively curved, thus aX ” aY * aIF+?. 
Y S-negatively curved implies (C)Y, L) is discrete and we saw in the examples that 
(aRn, L) is homeomorphic to the standard 9-l. So if r acts geometrically on X, 
X’, we have: (ax, L) and (ax’, L) both isometric to the spherical join of a discrete 
metric and the standard metric on the (n - I)-sphere and thus isometric to each other by 
Theorem 4.1. 
By the Main Theorem, we know that any space X which admits a geometric group 
action by a r = G x H must have closed, convex, subsets XI, X2, both negatively 
curved with aX z aXI *aX2. Thus if r acts on X, X’, we have (ax, L) and (ax’, L) 
both isometric to the spherical join of two discrete metric spaces by Theorem 4.1. 
Now observe if X admits an action by r = G x H or G x Z”, then for any two IJ,. 11 E 
ax, we have L(u,v) < 7r. Thus by Proposition 2.4, we see that Td(u,‘u) = L(u.1,) 
showing the isometries above work for the Tits metric as well here. 0 
5. Density of periodic flats 
The purpose of this section is to prove that the periodic flats are dense among all flats 
in CAT(O) spaces which admit a geometric action by a group of the form r = G x H. 
There are only l-flat and 2-flats in these spaces and we will consider these separately. 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose X is a CAT(O) p s ace with closed, convex, subsets X1, X2 such 
that the Tits metric on 8X is isometric to the join of the ?its metrics on X1, X2. Then 
if u, IL’ E aX are the endpoints of a geodesic line in X and u = u1 cos 9 + 7~2 sin 6 for 
0 # 0, x/2, then u’ = ui cos 0 + u; sin 13. 
Proof. Since we are assuming 0 # 0,x/2, we know the line is not contained in one 
of the factors-i.e., the endpoint u is not in one of the factors of the join, so neither 
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is u’. Since u, u’ are the endpoints of a geodesic line in X which bounds a half plane, 
we know Td(u, u’) = 7r by Proposition 2.4, so there is a segment in 3X joining these 
points. 
It is clear that to obtain a segment of length 7r in the Tits metric, start at U, move 
along a segment of length 7r/2 - 19 to obtain the point u2 E ax,, then along a segment 
of length 7r/2 to the point U{ E i3Xt, then finally a segment of length 0 to arrive at the 
point u’. This shows that U’ has the desired form. 0. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose r = G x H where both G and H are nonelementary, word 
hyperbolic groups. Suppose X is a CAT(O) space on which r acts geometrically, then 
the periodic l-jut are dense among all l-Jat in X. 
Proof. From the Main Theorem, we know aX = aXr * aX* where i3Xi N aG and 
ax2 gaff. 
Let T : R + X be an isometry so that the image of T in X is a 1 -flat. Then endpoints of 
T in aX are denoted T(*oo). We have ~(00) = ui cos 8 + u:! sin 8 for some 8 E [0,7r/2]. 
If 0 = 0, then r(co) = ul E ax1 and if 0 = 7r/2, then r(co) = 212 E aX2. Since both 
Xi, X2 are closed, convex, this would imply the entire line T is in one of the factors. In 
these cases, we can apply the Double Density result since both factors are S-negatively 
curved. 
Thus from now on, we assume 0 E (0,7r/2). r(cc) = ui cos0 + 2~2 sin0 means 
21% E aXi, i = 1.2 and (see Lemma 5.1 above) 
L@(m), Ui) = Q! 
4(co),24 = ; - 0. 
Since T is a geodesic line in X joining ~(fco), Lemma 5.1 implies r(-cc) = 
u{ cos 0 + uk sin 8. Since ul, u{ E aXi and Xi negatively curved, there is a geodesic 
line in Xi joining these two points-likewise, for ~2, ~6 E i3X2. Next apply the Double 
Density result to the pairs ui, ui, i = 1) 2 to obtain g E G, h E H both of infinite order 
with 
(gm, gem) “close to” (~1, u{), 
(h”“, h-“) “close to” (~2, z&), 
where “close” means in aXi x aXi for i = 1,2 where each carries the cone topology. 
Note here that the axis for h is not from the action of I’ on X, but from the *-action of 
H on X2. 
Since g, h commute, they generate a copy of Z @ Z in r, thus by the Flat Torus 
Theorem, there is an isometric embedding of LR2 inside X on which this subgroup acts 
(under the induced action from r on X) by a torus action giving a quasi-dense lattice 
of orbit points in this plane. The boundary of this plane is a circle which is embedded 
in ax. The rational slope lines in this plane are the axes of elements of the form 
(g, lH)m (lo, h)” E r. Simply choose a line of rational slope q, with q close to 8 to 
obtain an axis with the desired properties. 0 
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose r and X as in the previous theorem. Then the periodic 2-juts 
are dense among all 2-jlats in X. 
Proof. Since aX = aXI * 8X2 with Xi, i = I, 2 negatively curved, we know from 
Theorem 4.2 that the Tits metric on aX is the join of two discrete metrics. 
If F’ is a 2-flat in X, then we know aF = S’ embeds in ax. Using an analysis similar 
to that done above, we observe there are only two ways to embed an S’ in the join of 
two discrete metrics. Thus we can reduce to the case where the image of the y-axis has 
endpoints !j(&x) t i3X2, the image of the .I.-axis has endpoints :r(*oo) E aXI, and 
.I:O E X is the image of the origin. 
Because the Double Density result applies to both factors we can find elements ,q E G 
and 11 E H, both of infinite order whose axes approximate the images of the CC and y 
axes, respectively. Just as in the proof of Lemma 3.10, we can choose these so that the 
axes both pass 45 close to ~0. The Z $ Z subgroup generated by y and h determines a 
periodic 2-flat which will be close to F. Now build a sequence just as in Lemma 3.10 
to get Hausdorff convergence. 0. 
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